Stephen Robert ’62 Hall

WATSON INSTITUTE EXPANSION
BY THE NUMBERS

31,000 SQFT
23,000 NEW
8,000 RENOVATED

A glass bridge connects both structures.

155 TOTAL OCCUPANCY FOR NEW CLASSROOM/EVENT SPACE

1,400 SQFT AGORA
A central gathering place designed to foster dialogue through public events and intellectual engagement.

40 LARGE CONFERENCE ROOM FOR

39 OFFICES

GRAB & GO CAFE

KITCHENETTES

WATER FILLING STATIONS

WATSON.BROWN.EDU

WATSON_INSTITUTE@BROWN.EDU
3,600 SQFT STUDY SPACE
Open meeting and study space to offer all kinds of working environments for students and faculty.

25 DIVERSE STUDY SPOTS
Conference rooms (some reservable), communal tables, and lounges for meetings, study groups, and collaboration.

The building captures natural daylight and provides a connection to the landscape and exterior spaces.

42% FACADE OF GLASS

25% BETTER THAN CODE
The building is designed to meet Brown standards, with overall energy savings of 25% better than code.

DESIGNED BY AWARD-WINNING ARCHITECT TOSHIKO MORI

FUNDS FOR PUBLIC ART

NEW GREEN SPACE

Designed to achieve a LEED Silver rating from the U.S. Green Building Council.

DEC 1 389 DAYS TO BUILD

Stephen Robert ’62 Hall
WATSON INSTITUTE EXPANSION